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Negative Adverbs are Neither Adv nor Neg

M. Rita Manzini and Leonardo M. Savoia
Universita di Firenze

In this paper we shall consider microvariation in the negation systems of Italian and
Swiss dialects, with particular reference to Northern Italian ones. This domain of data has
been made known within generative linguistics by Zanuttini (1991, 1997), whose
conclusions are adopted by Cinque (1999) within his larger theory of adverbs and
functional structure. Briefly, Zanuttini (1997) individuates four Neg categories within the
sentential tree, namely Neg! which appears in the inflectional domain of the sentence and
is lexicalized by negative clitics, and Neg2 - Neg4 which appear within the predicational
domain and are lexicalized by negative adverbs. In what follows, we shall concentrate on
negative adverbs, arguing that they do not belong to a Neg category; nor are they
specialized Adv(erbs), but rather nominal elements. We shall briefly indicate how these
conclusions may extend to Adv(erbs) in general and argue that clitic negations are in turn
nominal in nature.
1.

Some basic data

Negation in Italian and Swiss dialects displays three fundamental typologies (Manzini
and Savoia 1998b). In some dialects sentential negation is expressed by a negative clitic,
as in standard Italian (I). A second typology corresponds to the doubling of clitic
negation by a negative adverb, as in (2), while the third involves expressing sentential
negation by a negative adverb, as in (3). In the two latter cases the negative adverb can
take different lexical forms, roughly neIJ, reIJ, neinta, nuta, pa in Piedmontese-type
dialects, as in (2a-b) and (3a-d), bu(ka) in Romantsch dialects, as in (3e), meja/ mia in
Emilia and Lombardy dialects, as in (2c) and (3f), briza in Emilia dialects, as in (2e) and
finally no in Lombardy dialects, as in (2d) and (3g).
(1)

Non vengo
not
Lcome
'I am not coming'
©2002 by M. Rita Manzini and Leonardo M. Savoia
NELS 32
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

(3)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

e
n
te
'tJamu
I
not
you
call
'I am not calling you'
'Vlg
.
a
el
n
not
him
see
'I do not see him'
'd:>rum
a
n
I
not
sleep
'I am not sleeping'
a
al
'tJre:m
n
I
not
him
call
'I am not calling him'
a
al
n
'tJam
not
him call
I am not calling him'
d'd:>r~ 'pa
d3~
I
sleep not
'I am not sleeping'
al
'd:>rm 'nuta
he
sleeps not
'He is not sleeping'
fU
'tJam 'ne!)
him
not
call
'I am not calling him'
'tc;;amu're!)
lu
him l.caH not
'I am not calling him'
'd:>Rm~1
'bo
jau
sleep
I
not
'I am not sleeping'
je
I
'klam 'mia
I
him
call
not
'I am not calling him'
'vDg 'n:>
a
m
he
me
sees not
'He doesn't see me'

'ne!)
not

Garessio (Piedmont)

'neinta
not

Oviglio (Piedmont)

'meja
not

Vezzano d. Crostolo (Emilia)

'n:>
not

Viguzzolo (Piedmont)

'bri;j;a
not

Stienta (Veneto)

Celie S. Vito (Apulia)

Forno VStrona (Piedmont)

Montaldo (Piedmont)

Stroppo (Piedmont)

Muster (Orisons)

Casaccia (Orisons)

Breme (Lombardy)

As indicated at the outset, the present discussion will focus on negative adverbs.
The various lexicalizations reviewed in (2)-(3) fall into two broad classes. On the one
hand there are elements such as nelJ, relJ, neinta, nuta which are at least etymologically
connected with the negative polarity item! negative quantifier 'nothing'. In many dialects
the connection is not simply etymological, but the relevant lexical items have both the
adverbial value of a sentential negation and the argumental value, as illustrated by the
examples in (4), to be compared with (2)-(3). As expected, some of the examples in (4)
are actually ambiguous, in particular the examples involving the verb 'eat', which can be
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construed both transitively and intransitively; in the first case the negative polarity item
fills the internal argument slot, while in the other case it is equivalent to a sentential
negation. By comparison, in (5) we illustrate a case in which the lexical entries for the
sentential negation and the argument 'nothing' are distinct, an equally possible state of
affairs.
(4)

(5)

a.

u
'neinta
n
'maJId3a
he
not
eats
nothing/not
'he eats nothing! he doesn't eat'
b.
CI]
'nuta
j
'fatS
they have done
nothing
'They did nothing'
c.
'nEI]
'm:JJId3
nothing!not
eat
'I eat nothing! I don't eat'
'rEI]
'fai
d.
al
he
does nothing
'He does nothing'
u
nn
a
nEI]
'JIEnte
maJI'd3au
he
eaten
nothing
not
has
not
'He has eaten nothing'

Oviglio

Forno V.Strona

Montaldo

Stroppo

Garessio

As we know, negative polarity items/ negative quantifiers can be combined with
one another, though sentential negations in many languages cannot. As we may expect,
given the bias of our descripion so far, negative adverbs of the nothing type combine with
other polarity items/ negative quantifiers in many dialects; this is true both for dialects
where they preserve an argumental interpretation, as in (6), and in dialects where they
don't, as already illustrated in (5). On the other hand, the case in which they apparently
do not combine is also attested, as in (7).
(6)

a.

b.

(7)

a.

b.

'tSam 'nEI] 'JIYI];}
call
not
nobody
'I call nobody'
'VEl] (rEI]) d'gYI]
la
comes (not) nobody
it
'Nobody comes'
n
tSa'ma 'nei
al]
they not
have called nobody
'The called nobody'
'd:Jrm 'nYI]
a
sleeps nobody
it
'Nobody sleeps'

Montaldo

Stroppo

Oviglio

Forno V.Strona

Let us now consider the other basic type of negative adverbs in Italian dialects.
These are again etymologically related to nominal elements; in particular the series mia
as well as the type briza correspond to 'crumb', bu(ka) to 'piece', pa to 'step'. Noting this
correspondence, Meyer-LUbke (1899:§693-694) proposes that what we describe as
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sentential negation adverbs originate in a partitive construction. In support of his proposal
he also quotes Old French examples such as (8) where the 'negative adverb' mie,
effectively a bare Noun, overtly cooccurs with the partitive.
(8)

de s'espee
ne volt
mie guerpir
of his sword not he. wanted not to abandon
'He didn't want to abandon his sword'

(Chanson de Roland 465)

It is interesting to note that what bare-N adverbs do not generally combine with
negative polarity items/ quantifiers, as exemplified in (9); in other words, the presence of
a negative polarity item! quantifier in the sentence excludes the adverb. Nevertheless the
opposite situation is not unknown; in particular pa type sentential negation combines with
other negative polarity items in a dialect such as (10):
(9)

(10)

1.1

'propja ni'sulJ
e
n
'tSamen
call
right nobody
they not
'They call nobody'
rna::
u
n
c.
'tSama:: iIJ'e01J
not
me
calls nobody
it
'Nobody calls me'
d.
a
n
0
tSa'ma ni'eulJ
have called nobody
not
'I called nobody'
jau
'vEz~1 ne'd3iIJ
e.
nobody
see
I
'I see nobody'
'vets na'3YIJ
g.
je
see
nobody
I
'I see nobody'
j
0
'vyeta an'teY1JJ1
i.
have seen nobody
I
'I saw nobody'
pa
'rel)~
'miJld3~
eat
not
nothing
'I eat nothing'
b.

Vezzano del Crostolo

Viguzzolo

Stienta

Muster

Casaccia

Breme

Celle S. Vito

Negation and partitive

Before returning to the typology sketched above, we shall review in some detail evidence
from Northern Italian dialects in favor of a connection between the bare-N type of
sentential negation and partitive assignment to the internal argument of the verb. One of
the simplest examples of selection of the partitive by a bare-N negative adverb is
provided by a dialect like Forno, already exemplified in (3)-(4). In intransitive contexts,
such as (3), this dialect lexicalizes the sentential negation by a 'nothing'-type adverb.
However an indefinite object triggers a partitive construction; crucially, this does no
longer involve nuta, i.e. the 'nothing'-type sentential adverb, as in (3), but rather mia, i.e.
a bare-N adverb, as in (11).
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(1\)

'mia
al
not
he
'He doesn't eat biscuits'

ad bisku'tin
of biscuits

Forno V.Strona

Note that partitive noun phrases of the type in (J I), consisting of the preposition!
complementizer di 'ot' followed by a bare plural, are not found in non-negative contexts.
Thus non-negative contexts admit only of partitives where the preposition!
complementizer is followed by a determiner and a noun. This type of partitive was first
analyzed by Kayne (1984), in connection with French examples of the type in (J 2a), as
we shall see below. It is itself not restricted to bare-N type negation, but can equally
appear in dialects which only possess a sentential negation adverb of the 'nothing'-type,
as in (12b).
(12)

a.

b.

Je ne veux pas de cadeaux
I not want not of gifts
'I don't want gifts'
beu
al
de'viIJ
rEIJ
he
drinks not
of wine
'He doesn't drink wine'

Stroppo

Some Lombard dialects, such as those in (13)-(14), present the same alternation as
Forno between bare-N negation in indefinite and hence partitive contexts, as in the (a)
examples, and a different negation, namely no as in the (b) examples, in contexts which
present a definite object. The no-type negative adverb is the only one that we have
disregarded in the discussion so far. Indeed we shall continue to do so, on the grounds
that it has different properties from the two classes of sentential negation adverbs we are
considering, coinciding in particular with the so-called deictic negation (see Manzini and
Savoia forthcoming for an analysis).
(13)

a.

b.

(14)

a.

b.

al
na
'maJld3a
he
of.them eats
'He doesn't eat (any of) them'
I
0
maJl'd3a:
it
Lhave eaten
'I didn't eat it'
al
be:
'miIJga
drinks not
he
'He doesn't drink wine'
'no:
al
be:
drinks not
he
'He doesn't drink the wine'

'miIJga
not

Casorezzo (Lombardy)

'no
not
da 'viIJ
of wine

Arconate (Lombardy)

ul'viIJ
the wine

A more complex type of interaction between so-called negative adverbs and the
lexicalization of the internal argument of the verb is provided by the two dialects of
Quarna Sopra and Quama Sotto, which both alternate between a 'nothing'-type adverb,
i.e. nota and a bare-N adverb, namely mia, as illustrated in (15) and (16) respectively.
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Consider first Quama Sopra in (IS). In this dialect nota appears in intransitive contexts,
as in (a). In transitive contexts, nota appears where the object is a 1st or 2 nd person
pronoun, as illustrated by the (b) example. With 3rd person objects, nota cooccurs with
lexical objects and with accusative clitics, whilst with partitive c1itics and with lexical
objects introduced by the partititve preposition! complementizer di 'of we find mia, as in
(c)-(d). Thus partitive objects cooccur only with the bare-N negation adverb, while the
'nothing'-type adverb cooccurs only with non-partitive objects. Interestingly, while the
partitive in (lSd) can have a partitive proper interpretation, it also admits of an
interpretation that makes it equivalent to (15c).
(15)

a.

b.

c.

d.

'drom 'D3t3
ay
sleeps not
he
'He doesn't sleep'
'vag un
'n3t3
amlat
me/you
they. see
not
'They don't see me/you'
'n3t3
'vagun
au
they. see
not
him
'They don't see him'
'vagun
'mi3
nu
they.see
not
of.it!them
'They don't see (any of) it! (any of) them'

Quarna Sopra (Piedmont)

In the dialect of Quama Sotto, the distribution of nota in intransitive context and
those with 1st and 2 nd person objects, in (a) and (d) respectively, is as described above for
Quama Sopra. Furthermore, inaccusative contexts, as in (b)-(c), alternate between nota in
the 1st/2 nd person and the other sentential negation, i.e. the bare-N mia, in the 3rd person.
Contrary to the situation described for Quarna Sopra. on the other hand, in the Quama
Sotto dialect the bare-N adverb mia always appears with 3Id person objects, being
compatible with partitive c1itics, as in (e) and with lexical objects preceded by the
partitive preposition! complementizer di 'of as in (f), but also with definite obiects, as in
(g). There is however a restriction in this respect, namely that in the Quama Sotto dialect,
no negation ever appears with an accusative c1itic; therefore partitive examples such as
(16e) cover also contexts which would have a definite object clitic in other Romance
dialects. We disregard here and in what follows a further interesting parameter between
the two Quama dialects, which is irrelevant for present purposes; this is that while the
Quama Sopra dialect in (15) positions pronominal c1itics before the finite verb, in the
manner familiar from stardard Italian, the Quama Sotto dialect positions it after the finite
verb and its adverbs, as in (16). The dialect in (17) below presents another example of
this phenomenon of enclisis (see Manzini and Savoia forthcoming for an analysis).
(16)

a.

b.

<iY/Yu 'dromma
he/she sleeps
'S/he doesn't sleep'
t
Jlu
you
are
come
'You didn't come'

'nota
not

Quarna Sotto (Piedmont)

'nota
not
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c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

333

in
mia
'J1U
they.are
not
come
'The didn't come'
'V::lg 'note-m
ey
sees not-me
he
'He doesn't see me'
'V::lg 'mie-n
ey
he
sees not-of.it!them
'He doesn't see (any of) it! (any of) them'
'beu 'mie d'vil)
ey
drinks not
of wine
he
'He doesn't drink wine'
'lavu 'mia eA:ka'miz
the shirts
Lwash not
'I don't wash the shirts'

The selection of the partitive by the negation is also attested in dialects where the
negative adverb remains the same in all contexts, in particular in a group of Piedmontese
dialects with mia sentential negation. As exemplified in (17), in these dialects mia can
indifferently cooccur with an accusative or a partitive clitic; but the partitive clitic also
admits of reference to a definite individual, making the (a) and (b) examples synonimous.
(17)

a.

b.

(a m'marju) tSa'mum-ru
we. call-him
the Mario
'We aren't calling Mario'
(am'mruju)
tSa'mum-na
the Mario
we.call-of.it
'We aren't calling Mario'

'mija
not

Trecate (Piedmont)

'mija
not

This type of data recalls the phenomenon described by Pesetsky (1982) for
Russian whereby the accusative object in non-negative contexts alternates in negative
contexts with an object morphologized either in the accusative or the partitive, as in (18).
The lexical alternations between types of negative adverbs that allow and do not allow for
the phenomenon, and specifically the fact that it is attested only with what we have
termed bare-N adverbs, makes Italian dialects especially interesting in this respect.
(18)

a.

b.

2.

Ja ne polucal pis'ma
I not received letters(acc.pl.)
'I didn't receive letters'
Ja ne polucal pisem
I not received letters(gen.pl.)
'I didn't receive letters'

Bare-N and 'nothing'-type negations

Let us begin by considering bare-N negations. The most parsimonious account
compatibile with the preliminary data is that elements such as mia, briza, bu(ka). pa are
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Let us begin by considering bare-N negations. The most parsimonious account
compatibile with the preliminary data is that elements such as mia, briza, bu(kaJ, pa are
indeed bare N's. A preliminary problem for such a categorization would seem to be that
Determiner-less singular count N's are not normally able to surface in Romance
languages (and in English). But in fact they normally do in negative polarity contexts, as
in standard Italian (19).
(19)

a.
b.

Si muove *(una) foglia
itself stirs (a) leaf
'A leaf is stirring'
Non si muove (una) foglia
not itself stirs (a) leaf
'Not a leafis stirring'

We have seen in section 1.1, that in some languages the presence of a bare N
'adverb' triggers the partitive on the object. We take it that the partitive structure is
abstractly present in all cases of bare-N negation with an independently lexicalized
object. Thus (3t), repeated in (20a), translates roughly as (20b). We generalize this
approach by assuming that all verbal classes have at least (and perhaps at most) an object;
that of unaccusatives is externalized and that of unergatives incorporated by the verb
(Hale and Keyser 1993), but in either case the bare N negation can take it in its scope.
(20)

a.
b.

je I 'klam 'mia
I call [N mia [(ot)

Casaccia
[D him ])]

'Nothing'-type adverbs can be treated in a similar fashion. In other words they can
be seen as providing negative quantification over the internal argument of the predicate.
The same holds if they are negative polarity items, in which case they will include a
variable quantified over by an existential quantifier in the scope of the negative or more
generally modal operator. The strongest support for this conclusions comes from the
simple observation that in many languages the 'nothing'-type adverb indeed coincides
with argumental 'nothing'. The treatment suggested above for bare-N adverbs categorizes
them as straightforward nominal heads, i.e. N. In turn the negative polarity iteml negative
quantifier status of 'nothing' -type adverbs suggests that they are to be assigned to the
category Q, as in (21).
(21)

2.1

a.
b.

i ru 'tJam 'nEl]
I call [Q nothing

Montaldo
[Cot)

[Dhim

III

Negation and partitive again

The peculiarity of a language like Quarna Sotto in (16) is that at least in clitic structures
the internal argument of the verb is overtly lexicalized by a partitive in contexts involving
the bare-N negation mia, while the lexicalization of the internal argument by an
accusative is excluded altogether. The 'nothing'-type negation adverb, nota, is lexicalized
with 1st and 2nd person objects or subjects of inaccusative, as well as in intransitive
(unergative) contexts.
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An interesting exercise in itself is to determine the reasons underlying the
distribution of nota. Even if we assume an analysis of unergative contexts in which the
internal argument is incorporated by the verb, the net result is that it is not independently
lexicalized. As for 1st and 2nd person arguments, they crucially differ from so-called 3,d
person in that their reference is established directly by the universe of discourse, as
speaker and hearer respectively; in this sense, we can refer to 1st and 2nd person elements
as the P(erson) elements of the grammar. Manzini and Savoia (l998a) argue that while
the relation of so-called 3,d person to the event is mediated by their anchoring at the
aspectual structure of the verb, this does not hold for P arguments. In other words it is
only in the case of the so-called 3'd person that we can properly speak of an internal
argument (perhaps a Measure in aspectual terms), and not in the case ofP elements. This
is reflected by the Case system of many languages; for instance, Romance languages
have a unique P object form whereas they apparently differentiate dative and accusative
in the 3'd person elements.
Unaccusative contexts entail in classical terms the externalization of the internal
argument, which is therefore lexicalized by the subject. The split between P subjects of
unaccusatives and 3,d person ones suggests that the Quarna Sotto language indeed treats
subjects of unaccusatives as the objects of transitives. Therefore the distribution of nota
can be restricted to the contexts in which there is no internal argument, meaning that it is
not independently lexicalized (as in unergatives) or that there is a P lexicalization. In
other words, the lexical properties of nota, i.e. of the 'nothing'-type adverb, are
incompatible with those of the internal argument.
We have already proposed that the 'nothing'-type adverb is a negative quantifier or
a negative polarity item, i.e. a variable bound by an existential in the scope of the
negative (or other modal) operator. It differs from the bare-N negation essentially in its Q
categorization. We take it that in the dialect at hand, this implies its mutual exclusion
with internal arguments, because the Q element does not allow for a partitive construal of
the internal argument. Therefore nota is restricted to contexts where it can itself be
construed as the only internal argument. This is compatible with unergative contexts, and
with P arguments, but not with other contexts, involving an independently lexicalized
internal argument anchored at the event.
When an internal argument is independently lexicalized by a 3'd person accusative
with transitive verbs or by a 3m person nominative with unaccusative verbs, the language
of Quarna Sotto inserts mia. At least in the case of object clitics, this requires the creation
of a partitive structure of the type already illustrated in (20b), thereby supporting the
categorization of mia as a bare N. In the case of lexical arguments, on the contrary, the
creation of a partitive structure is not obligatory as can be seen from the comparison
between (16t) and (16g). We do not take this to contradict our proposal; rather we take it
that in this case, the underlying partitive structure is not overtly lexicalized. Otherwise we
would be in the impossibility of extending the partitive analysis precisely to languages
such as Casaccia in (20) in which the bare-N adverb does not obligatorily trigger partitive
morphology in any context.
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Remember that examples like (16e) can correspond to the negation of a sentence
that contains a partitive, i.e. 'He sees some of it! some ofthem' but can also correspond to
the negation of a sentence with an accusative, i.e. 'He sees it! them'. Within the theory of
clitics of Manzini and Savoia (2001 b, in press) it is not possible to define a derivational
relation from the accustative to the partitive, whereby partitive n would be the result of
turning the accusative I clitics into the partitive Case. Nor does this relation hold
representationally, in that n shares all phi-features with I clitics (3,d person in particular)
and only differs from it by its Case. To briefly summarize their argument, Manzini and
Savoia (200Ib, in press) assume that clitics are inserted into the positions where they
surface and are ordered in a universal hierarchy. The positions of this hierarchy are
defined by categories which include for instance N, Q, D, as well as P, that we already
mentioned. We identify N with the pure 3cd person property and we associate it with
morphological 3,d person clitics such as the accusative I series. In tum, Q corresponds to
impersonal clitics such as Italian si, whose interpretation can be that of a generic
(Chierchia 1995, Manzini and Savoia 200Ia). In this framework, furthermore, D, i.e. the
Definiteness category, is associated with subject clitics, which in subject clitic languages
satisfy Chomsky's (1995) EPP.
The partitive clitic does not directly denote an argument in the event structure, as
the accusative clitic would do, but it contributes to the denotation of one such argument.
For instance in standard Italian (22) the denotational content of partitive ne enables us to
fix the reference of the internal argument of the verb, represented here by the numeral
quantifier tre 'three'. Correspondingly we assume that its categorization is different from
that of the accusative clitics. Specifically we connect the categorization of the partitive
clitic to that of the preposition! complemetizer di 'of which introduces partitive noun
phrases in languages like Italian. The latter is best construed as the highest head of the
noun phrase itself, corresponding roughly to the C position of the sentence (Cardinaletti
and Starke 1999). We refer to the relevant category as Dop, assigning to it the partitive
clitic as well.
(22)

Ce
ne
mette
there of.them
he.puts
'He puts three of them there'

tre
three

In short, in this theory there is no derivational or representational relation between
the partive and the accusative, since they belong to two altogether different categories.
Coming then back to the interpretation of (16e), we note that many languages allow for
the insertion of partitives in combination with the negation, when a definite referent of
some sort is intended. Thus for instance a question such as standard Italian (23a) admits
the answer (23c) in addition to that in (23b). The difference between standard Italian and
Quama Sotto is only the range of denotations which allow for this lexicalization,
including mass nouns in standard Italian, and any definite in Quama Sotto. Similarly in
the Trecate dialect in (17) the partitive construction with mia is compatible with reference
to any definite object, even in the absence of alternation between different type of
negation.
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(23)

a.

b.

c.

337

(il vino)
10
vuoi?
the wine
it
you. want
'Do you want the wine?'
no,
non
10
voglio
no
not
it
1. want
'No, 1 do not want it'
no,
non
ne
voglio
of.it 1. want
no
not
'No, I do not want any'

We can now tum to the Quarna Sopra language, in which the distribution of mia
and nola is sensitive not to the presence of an internal argument but rather to that of a
partitive. Thus mia is found in structures with partitive internal arguments, while nota
occurs in structures where the internal argument is lexicalized by an accusative, as well
as in intransitive structures and in those with a P argument. In other words, in the Quama
Sopra language mia effectively selects a partitive, thus providing even stronger support
for the conclusion that mia is a bare N. In tum, the 'nothing'-type adverb, corresponding
to a Q element, turns out to be compatible with internal arguments as long as there is no
overt instantiation of the partitive structure. Needless to say, the fact that 'nothing'-type
adverbs can in principle be compatible with internal arguments is independently forced
by the languages in (2)-(3) above, which have a 'nothing'-like adverb in all contexts, and
indeed taken into account by the structure in (21) implying a non-overtly lexicalized
partitive.
The argument in favor of the analysis of bare-N adverbs just presented for
Quama Sopra can be extended to the dialects in (11) and (13)-(14). Consider for example
Casorezzo in (13). The adverb miya co occurs with partitive objects, while in the other
contexts we find a different adverb, i.e. no; the conclusion that miya is a bare N and as
such requires the partitive is therefore strengthened.
It remains for us to analyze the structures in which the partitive noun phrase is
introduced by the preposition! complementizer di 'of' not followed by a determiner, but
just by a bare N. These structures occur in all the languages that we analyzed in this
section but also in other languages, including standard French in (12a). For the French
example, Kayne (1984) proposes a structure in which an empty negative quantifier heads
the object noun phrase, within which it is followed by the partitive, as in (24). In the
present theory, it is natural to propose that the partitive structure is justified not by an
abstract Q element but by the so-called adverb itself.
(24)

je ne veux pas [Q [de cadeaux]]

2.2

Combinations of the negation and of negative polarity arguments

A considerable body of literature exists on questions involving the possibility of
combining sentential negations with negative polarity items! negative quantifiers. Some
of the more articulated proposals are concerned with the status not of the sentential
negation but rather of the elements it combines - or does not combine - with (see for
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instance Acquaviva 1996, Deprez in press). It is interesting therefore to reexamine the
problem in the light of the theory being proposed here, in which different lexical entries
are being proposed for the sentential negation itself.
Let us consider first 'nothing'-type adverbs that normally combine with other
polarity items in (6). As we anticipated above, the lexical entry for such elements can be
taken to be the same as for argumental 'nothing'; indeed adverbial and argumental
'nothing' coincide, for instance in the Montaldo language. We assume that nelJ and the
like are negative polarity items rather than negative quantifiers; in other words, they are
indefinites whose internal structure includes a free variable position as well as a lexical
restriction. This variable is bound by an existential operator, which we can conceive of as
the operator of Existential Closure or as an existential operator introduced by an
appropriate (modal) operator. Though we are considering negative contexts only,
remember that one of the fundamental arguments in favor of the negative polarity status
of negative words in languages like Italian is that they are licenced in many modal
contexts, including questions and conditionals (Longobardi 1992).
On this basis, we obtain LF's of the type in (25b) for examples of the type in (4c),
reproduced here in (2Sa). Remember that this example is actually ambiguous between the
sentential negation reading and the argumental reading of nelJ; the LF that we associate to
both of these meaning is identical.
(25)

a.
b.

i 'm:JJ1d3 'nEIJ
Neg [i m:Jnd3 [3y [[Q y nEIJ]

Montaldo

Vlll

When the negative polarity element nev combines with another N-word, we can
assume that a structure is created where the same existential quantifier binds more than
one variable, each corresponding to one of the negative polarity items. We illustrate this
type of structure in (26b) for the example in (6a), repeated in (26a); the same structure
would characterize contexts where argumental nelJ combines with a different argument.
(26)

a.

b.

i 'tJam 'nEn jlYIJ:l
Neg [i tJam [3x,y [[Q y nEIJ] [Q x J1YIJ]

Montaldo

Vlll

Let us then consider bare-N adverbs of the mica, briza, pa, bu(ka) series, which
typically do not combine with negative polarity items. From a purely semantic point of
view there is no reason to exclude that a bare N element functioning as a negative
polarity element can combine with polarity items including a Q specification of the
'nothing' type. This point can be straightforwardly established by the existence of such
combinations for instance in a language like standard Italian in (27).
(27)

Non mosse ciglio
not
moved eyebrow
'Nobody stirred'

nessuno
nobody
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Rather than a semantic incompatibility, therefore, it must be a formal property of
some sort that leads to the mutual exclusion of the mica, briza, pa, bu(ka) series with the
'nothing' series. On the basis of the discussion that precedes we propose that the latter is
associated with a Q categorization, while the bare-N adverbs of course belong to the
category N. We therefore propose that the binding of several variables by a single
quantifier, which is involved in so-called negative concord structures (for instance in
(26b», requires that the variables be of the same syntactic type. This means that a Q
polarity item does not normally combine with the bare-N polarity item corresponding to
the so-called adverb.
In other words we assume that the interpretation of a bare-N negation involves the
same basic LF as the interpretation of a 'nothing'-type negation, with an indefinite
variable bound by an existential itself in the scope of a negative or other modal operator,
as indicated in (28) for the dialect of Muster. However this quantification does not
combine with the quantification over a 'nothing'-type element, with the structure
indicated in (29). Our analysis tentatively imputes this result to categorial
dishomogeneity.
(28)
(29)

a.
b.
a.
b.

jau 'd::>Rm~1 'bo
).leg Uau d::>Rm~1 [3x [v' [N bo x] V]]]
jau 'v€z~l ne'd3iI]
Neg Uau v€z~1 [3x [v' [Q ned3iI] xl V]]]

Muster
Muster

On the other hand not only the standard Italian example in (27) but also an
example such as (10) in the Celie S.Vito dialect indicate that such categorial
dishomogeneity is not an absolute bar to combining negative polarity items; rather it is
parametrized, so that (10) actually results from combining quantification over the bare-N
negation and the 'nothing'-type polarity item, as in (30).
(30)

a.
b.

i 'mi.Jld3~ pa 'reI]~
Neg [i 'mi.Jld3~ [3x,y [[Q y pa: 1[Q x reI]~ 1V ]ll

Celle S. Vito

Finally, recall that among the dialects that do not admit of the combination
between the sentential negation and other negative polarity item, there are several in
which the sentential negation apparently corresponds to a 'nothing'-type element, as in
(7). Note that in the dialects in (7), the 'nothing'-type negation coincides with the negative
argument 'nothing', as seen by the comparison with the data in (4). Therefore there is an
especially good reason to assume that the lexical entry for 'nothing', as sentential negation
and as argument, is the same as was postulated in the discussion of (25)-(26). In other
words, 'nothing' as a sentential negation and as an argument corresponds to a negative
polarity item, belonging to the Q category. According to what precedes, then, this type of
lexical entry determines the possibility for the 'nothing' type negation to combine with
other negative polarity elements of the Q category.
In reality, the data in (7) need to be refined; it is not true that, say, nuta in the
Forno V.Strona language does not combine with other polarity items. Rather there are
syntactic constraints on the possible combinations, as can be seen in (7a) and (31). Thus
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nuta is excluded by a negative polarity element corresponding to a subject, as in (7a), or a
direct object, as in (31 a)-(31 b). However in (31 c), where the argumental polarity item
corresponds to the indirect object, the sentential negation nuta is again lexicalized.

(31 )

a.

b.

c.

trou nyl]
find nobody
'I find nobody'
dag
nuta
g
to.him give nothing
'I don't give anything to anybody'
lu
dag
nuta
g
to.him it
give not
'1 give it to nobody'

Forno v.Strona

anyl]
to nobody
anyl]
to nobody

Indeed even in a language such as Montaldo in (25)-(26) there is at least one
context in which the sentential negation and an argumental polarity item are in
complementary distribution, namely when the two lexical entries coincide. This point is
illustrated by (25) itself, where the occurrence of argumental nelJ is in complementary
distribution with that of nelJ as a sentential negation. In other words, even the language of
Montaldo excludes a sentence like (32).
(32)

*i m0J1d3 nel] nelJ
I eat not nothing

Montaldo

For cases of mutual exclusion such as the one in (32), it is sufficient to assume
that the same element cannot be inserted twice on economy grounds. In other words, even
assuming that they have different positions at their disposal, as can be desumed from the
possibility of (26), two nelJ elements cannot be inserted at once in that each of them
would lexicalize exactly the same properties as the other. The case of Fomo V.Strona can
be accounted for along the same lines. In present terms, the insertion of a 'nothing'-type
element like nuta succeeds in negating the sentence by actually introducing a negative
quantification over one of the arguments of the verb, i.e. informally by negating one of
the arguments of the verb. But suppose that one such argument is lexicalized by a
negative polarity item, as in (7a) or (31a)-(3Ib); in such case the sentence is
independently negated through the negation of its arguments, so that the insertion of nuta
can be excluded on economy grounds. The appearence of nuta in (3Ic) can then be
interpreted as a result of the negative polarity nYIJ being construed as an argument not of
the verb, but rather of the separate prepositional predicate a, essentially a locative!
possessive.
3.

(Non-)problems and some consequences

The main thrust of the argument is that the properties of elements categorized by both
traditional and current grammars as negative adverbs can be explained without reference
to categories actually specialized for negative adverbs, such as Neg in Zanuttini's (1997)
and Cinque'S (1999) framework. On the contrary, on the basis of their interaction with
partitives and with argumental polarity items, we have argued that so-called negative
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adverbs are construed as arguments of the verb themselves. The differences among them
are captured by the fact that they can belong either to a Q category, as is the case for
'nothing-type elements, or to an N category, as is the case for bare-N elements.
This perspective on so-called negative adverbs is not without apparent problems.
Thus the work of Zanuttini (1997), Cinque (1999) implies that the position of adverbs in
the sentence is different from that of argumental material. Without getting into issues
concerning the relative order of adverbs with respect to one another or with respect to
arguments, we can illustrate this point with sentences like (33), involving auxiliary + past
partitiple structures. In (33a), nelJ interpreted as 'nothing' is positioned after the
auxiliary, in the position where we find ordinary arguments. On the other hand in (33b),
nelJ giving rise to the sentential negation appears between the auxiliary and the participle.
(33)

a.

b.

0
r
it
have
'I ate nothing'
r
0
it
have
'I didn't eat'

maJl'd3a
eaten
nEI]
not

nel)
nothing

Montaldo

maJl'd3a
eaten

The analysis of the distribution in (33) depends on that of the auxiliary + past
construction itself. Contrary to most of the literature on the topic, but in agreement with
Kayne (1993), we take it that these structures are bi-clausal; the interpretation attaching
to these structures as involving a single event is the results of some syntactic restructuring
process. Therefore the contrast between (33a) and (33b) does not concern different
positions for nelJ within the same sentence, but rather the positioning within two different
sentences. In (33a) nelJ appears within the participial clause, while in (33b) it appears
within the main clause, as roughly illustrated in (34).
(34)

a.

[IP

b.

[IP

if 0
i f 0 neI]

[cp maJld3a neI]]]
[cp maJld3a ]]

Montaldo

The reanalysis of the problem introduced in (34) actually makes it more easily
tractable. Indeed the raising of the non-subject non-clitic argument embedded in the
participial clause is excluded even if restructuring applies. On the contrary, we can
equally assume that negating the matrix clause results in negating the whole
(restructured) sentence. In the same way the position between the auxiliary and the past
participle, i.e. a position internal to the auxiliary sentence in terms of the analysis in
(34b), characterizes both temporal negative polarity items such as moj;} 'never' in (35a)
and non-negative aspectual 'adverbs' such as d3a 'already' in (35b).
(35)

a.

r
o
mDj~ 'fo-fu
have never done-it
it
'I have never done it'
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b.

u
e
d3a
yv'ny
he
it
is
already come
'He has already arrived'

More interestingly, the ideas introduced in this article open some novel
perspectives on the analysis of both adverbs and negations in general. As for adverbs, the
results achieved with respect to so-called negative ones suggests that a nominal
characterization, in terms of such categories as (bare) N, Q(uantifier), may be appropriate
for other adverbs of the descriptive aspectual, temporal, modal classes, and so on. Indeed
there is at least one class of adverbs for which the bare-N(P) analysis has been
independently proposed (Larson 1985). Though reasons of space prevent us from
pursuing this line of research in any detail, we take it that it is possible to hold that there
is no specialized category Adv(erb). The interesting question is then whether there are
aspectual, temporal, modal categories of the type envisaged by Cinque (1999) or the
intrinsic (nominal) properties of the so-called adverbs are rich enough to determine in
particular their relative order. If Manzini and Savoia (forthcoming) are correct, this latter
conclusion is not implausible.
The only consequence of our discussion on which we shall dwell at some length
concerns the nature of sentential negation. As we saw at the outset, as well as languages
where the sentential negation is lexicalied by a so-called adverb as in (3), there are
languages where the sentential negation is lexicalized by a clitic head of some sort, as in
(1), and of course languages combining the two lexicalizations, as in (2). If so-called
negative adverbs are analyzed as Q or N elements, rather than as specialized Neg
elements, we may expect the same analysis could hold true of the clitic negation. In other
words, the latter is not to be conceived of as the lexicalization of the negative or more
generally modal operator that licences negative polarity items, but as a negative polarity
item itself.
Indeed there is evidence that in Romance languages the negative clitic is
essentially nominal in nature. A first piece of evidence is provided by the fact that the
negative clitic appears in the middle of the pronominal clitic sequences, often after the
subject c1itic and before the object ones as in standard French (36), but also internally to
the sequence of subject clitics or object clitics (Manzini and Savoia 1998a, 2001 b and
references quoted there).
(36)

ne
l'aime
Je
not
him love
I
'1 am not in love with him'

pas
not

The set of phenomena described in Semitic linguistics in terms of agreement
properties of the negation (Shlonsky 1997, Benmamoun 2000) can perhaps be mentioned
in the same bracket. In particular, according to Benmamoun (2000), negation in Arabic
varieties includes rna and s morphemes which can combine, in particular in nominal
sentences, to give rise to a rna+ sri) form. In Moroccan Arabic a pronoun ca be inserted
between these two elements, yielding for instance (37). Superficially at least the
configurations in (37) appear to be analogous to Romance configuration where the
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negative clitic is inserted somewhere in the sequence of pronominal clitics; here
conversely it is pronominal element to be intercaled among negative ones.

(37)

a.
b.

ma-huwa-s
neg-3psm-neg,
ma-hiya-s
neg-3psf-neg

The best piece of evidence in favor of the nominal nature of clitic negation comes
from some Italian dialects which, like Roggio in (38)-(40), are characterized by a
phenomenon of mutual exclusion between subject and object pronominal clitics. Thus
(38) shows that Roggio has subject clitics at least in the 3rt! person and 1st and 2nd person
singular. The insertion of an object clitic excludes that of subject clitic as illustrated in
rd
(39b) for the 3 person singular, though the phenomenon is optional in the 2nd person
singular, as in (39a). Insertion of the clitic negation as in (40) provokes an entirely
parallel exclusion of the subject clitic, which turns out to also be optional in the 2nd
person singular and obligatory in the 3rd person.
(38)

a.

b.
c.
d.
(39)

a.

b.

(40)

a.

b.
c.
d.

(i)
'cama 'tutti
I
call
all
'I call all of them'
tu
'cami 'tutti
you
call
all
'cama
c'camaJ la
i
he
calls/ she
calls
c'camana/ la 'camana
i
they-m. calli they-f. call
(tu)
'cami
rna
you
me
call
'You call me'
al/laJja/la/ma
hirn/her/them-m.lthem-f.lme
'He calls hirn/her/themlme'
nun'd:lrma
not Lsleep
'1 don't sleep'
(tu) nun 'd:lrmi
you not sleep
nun'd:lrma
not he.sleeps
nun 'd:lrmana
not they.sleep

Raggio (Tuscany)

'tutti
all
'tutti
all

'cama
he.calls

To begin with, we can straightforwardly exclude that the mutual exclusion
observed in (39)-(40) is to be imputed to purely phonological properties. Indeed all of the
subject and object cIitics in (38) and (39) are fully syllabic; and exactly as tu 'you' can
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optionally combine with rna 'me' in (39a), so we could expect the other combinantions to
be possible as well. Another theory that can be discarded is that there aren't enough
positions in the clitic template, whether syntactic or morphological in nature, to allow for
the insertion of both subject and object clitics. The existence of one or more dedicated
positions for subject clitics is commonly accepted in the literature (Manzini and Savoia
2001b, in press and references quoted there); and of course the combinability of the 2 nd
person singular clitic once again shows that the relevant positions are in principle
available in the grammar ofRoggio. On the other hand this point is not crucial for present
purposes since if the subject clitic and the negation actually competed for the same
position, this would only go to show that the negation is nominal.
Mutual exclusion phenomena between clitics are well-known in the literature on
Romance, especially in the form of mutual exclusions between 3,d person clitics, of the I
series. That between the accusative and the dative, apparently giving rise in Spanish to
substitution of the dative by se has received both morphological treatments (Bonet 1995)
and optimality ones (Grimshaw 1997). Manzini and Savoia (to appear) show that the
phenomenon is much more extensive, including in particular systematic mutual
exclusions between 3,d person subject and object clitics. In a language like Roggio the
mutual exclusion between subject and object clitics potentially extends to all persons.
The idea developed by Manzini and Savoia (in press, to appear) is that these mutual
exclusions are syntactic in nature, and are due to the same type of economy reasons that
we explored above in connection with data such as (32). In particular, we may assume
that in language like Roggio, the insertion of the subject clitic satisfies essentially the
need for general D (Definiteness) properties to be lexicalized in the clitic domain
between I and C. Remember indeed that in a subject clitic language like Roggio, the
verbal inflection actually contains nominal information as to the reference of the subject,
in the shape of number and person. But the insertion of any object clitic in the clitic
domain is also sufficient to lexicalize the D(efiniteness), making insertion of the subject
clitic unnecessary and hence impossible (Manzini and Savoia forthcoming).
In this perspective, we will have to assume that the fact illustrated in (40) above,
that the negative clitic also determines the exclusion of the subject clitic, argues in favor
of the negation itself having nominal properties, sufficient to satisfy the D lexicalization
requirement. In particular, following on our analysis of so-called negative adverbs in
section 2., we may assume that nun in the Roggio language is categorized as either N or
Q. Given its n- lexical base, Q may be a more appropriate categorization.
With this much background, we can also retum to the parameter in (1)-(3),
whereby some languages like standard Italian (1) or Roggio itself lexicalize only a c1itic
negation, while other languages lexicalize only an adverbial negation, as in (3), and
others stilllexicalize both. We take it that the basic distinction between the clitic negation
and the so-called adverbial one is that the former is pronominal-like in lacking a
predicative content, in other words a lexical restriction. On the other hand the phrasal
negation, both of the bare-N(P) and of the 'nothing'-type have a lexical content proving a
restriction on their variable. Languages can lexicalize negation in either way or they can
actually double the phrasal negation by means of a clitic one, in a manner not dissimilar
from the doubling of a lexical DP by a pronominal c1itic.
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